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Outline
u NHERI RAPID Facility Community Workshop – Jan 2017
o Aims
o Participants and Activities
o Outcomes
u NHERI Five-Year Science Plan – released Jul 2017
u NHERI RAPID Facility Science Plan
o Grand Challenges
o Informing Models
o Strategic Approaches

User Training Workshop
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Workshop Aims
u Identify data gathering opportunities and facility user needs
u Develop prioritized list of equipment for RAPID
u Identify challenges to disaster reconnaissance research (DRR)

data collection and reuse

u Develop prioritized list of reconnaissance support needs

User Training Workshop

Workshop Outcomes: Grand Challenges
Reconnaissance Data Needs
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Adapted from

u Community Resilience Framework
o Temporal recovery; how long does it take?
o Data collection that addresses equity
o Baseline pre-event data: social, infrastructure, topography
o Large-scale data at community or regional scale that shows

intersections between built, natural, social, political and cultural
environments (i.e., networks, connectivity)

u Hazard and Impact Simulation and Decision Making
o Population distributions at time of event (how does this influence

death, damage, downtime and loss?)
o Spatial distribution of all hazards
o Multi-disciplinary timing and time histories of event: soil
characteristics, wind speed and direction, ground motion, human
behavior, structural behavior
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Workshop Outcomes: Grand Challenge
Reconnaissance Data Needs
u Mitigation
o Evaluation of pre-existing hazard maps for “all hazard” – e.g., shaking,

flooding, faults

o Damage with respect to hazard forcing and structural characteristics;

what worked? What didn’t?
o Document both successful and unsuccessful performance
o Lifeline performance vulnerability curve design vs. performance
o Multi-(geospatial) scale analyses; coarse information across large areas;
detailed at specific sites.
u Design Tools
o Measurements of dynamic demand (i.e., “forcings”)
o Design performance goals for structure, infrastructure, and critical

systems
o Performance of systems with protective technologies
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NHERI Five-Year Science Plan:
Grand Challenge Subject Areas
u Identify and quantify the characteristics of earthquake,

windstorm, and associated hazards—including tsunamis,
storm surge, and waves—that are damaging to civil
infrastructure and disruptive to communities.
u Evaluate the physical vulnerability of civil infrastructure
and the social vulnerability of populations in communities
exposed to earthquake, windstorms, and associated
hazards.
u Create the technologies and engineering tools to design,
construct, retrofit, and operate a multi-hazard resilient and
sustainable infrastructure for the nation.
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NHERI Five-Year Science Plan:
Key Research Questions
u How do we characterize the transient and variable nature of the

loading actions imposed on the nation’s civil infrastructure from
earthquakes, windstorms, and associated hazards?

u How can the scientific community enable robust simulation of the

performance of civil infrastructure to loading from earthquakes,
windstorms, and associated hazards, while also considering
individual- and community-level impacts?

u What are the key physical responses, vulnerabilities, and factors

influencing post-event recovery of civil infrastructure and
communities?

u What are effective mitigation actions to achieve community

resilience, especially when considering different hazards, shifting
vulnerabilities, emerging technologies, and sustainability goals?
u How can the scientific community more effectively collect and
share data and information to enable and foster ethical,
collaborative, and transformative research and outcomes?
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RAPID Science Plan
Grand Challenges for Natural
Hazards Engineering:
Community Resilience Frameworks,
Decision Making, Simulation,
Mitigation, and Design Tools

The principal
scientific goal of the
RAPID is
to inform natural
hazards
computational
simulation models,
infrastructure
performance
assessment, and
socioeconomic impact
analysis by supporting
the collection,
development, and
assessment of highquality disaster data
sets

Data Products to:
- Validate Models
- Reduce Uncertainties
- Inform Models
- Couple/Link Models
- Inspire New Models

Simulation Models,
Performance Assessment
and Impact Analysis

RAPID Instrumentation and Services:
- Geomatics

Strategic
Reconnaissance
Research
Approaches:
- Collect data across
temporal,
geospatial, and
social scales
- Integrated across
data types and
across disciplines

- Lidar
- UAS
- Site Characterization
- Ground Investigation
- Mobile Data Acquisition App
- Citizen Science App
- IT, Data Management and Software
- Visualization
- Reconnaissance planning and advice
- Education, Outreach and Training
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Science Plan: Grand Challenges for Natural Hazards
Engineering and Science
u Community Resilience
u Hazard and Impact Simulation and Decision

Making
u Mitigation
u Design Tools

Adapted from
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Science Plan: Grand Challenges for Natural Hazards
Engineering and Science
u Community Resilience: RAPID tools
o Enable the systematic collection and archiving of
integrated, interdisciplinary post-disaster data pertinent to
engineering and the natural and social sciences, needed to
evaluate the utility and validity community resilience
frameworks
u Hazard and Impact Simulation and Decision Making
u Mitigation
u Design Tools
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Science Plan: Grand Challenges for Natural Hazards
Engineering and Science
u Community Resilience
u Hazard and Impact Simulation and Decision Making:

RAPID elements address the need for

o extensive data sets for model development and testing of

complex simulations, including high-quality data (e.g.,
initial and boundary conditions) at multiple geospatial
scales.

u Mitigation
u Design Tools
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Science Plan: Grand Challenges for Natural Hazards
Engineering and Science
u Community Resilience
u Hazard and Impact Simulation and Decision Making
u Mitigation: RAPID's multi-scale tools provide
o the means to develop computational models and
construction standards capable of identifying critical
vulnerabilities and quantifying the impacts of risk
reduction measures, as well as
o post-event data needed to evaluate loss estimation
methodologies, such as HAZUS-MH, and the effectiveness
of mitigation approaches.
u Design Tools.
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Science Plan: Grand Challenges for Natural Hazards
Engineering and Science
u Community Resilience
u Hazard and Impact Simulation and Decision Making
u Mitigation
u Design Tools: RAPID tools provide
o high-quality performance data to define model

relationships (e.g., fragility functions) for
performance-based design.
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Science Plan: Strategic Approaches – Acquire and integrate data over
a range of temporal and spatial scales, across disciplines
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Science Plan: Strategic Approaches – Acquire and integrate data over
a range of temporal and spatial scales, across disciplines
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